
This paper is a survey article that discusses what
was known about the economics of internal US
migration as of about 1975. The paper consid-
ers such topics as the determinants and conse-
quences of interregional migration and attempts
to ascertain the state of knowledge concerning
migration research, as well as fruitful directions
for future research. [The SSCI® indicates that
this paper has been cited in over 220 publica-
tions, making it the most-cited paper from this
journal.]
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For many years migration was an important
topic of research in disciplines like sociology
and geography. After the publication in 1961
of T.W. Schultz’s

1
. classic paper in the

American Economic Review, soon followed in
1962 by G.S. Becker’s

2
paper on investment

in human capital and, in the same special is-
sue of the Journalof Political Economy, by L.A.
Sjaastad’s

3
paper on migration as an invest-

ment in human capital, migration research by
economists really began to blossom.

The human capital perspective provided a
paradigm that caught the attention of econo-
mists and provided a convenient theoretical
framework for their work. After a little more
than 10 years of fairly heavy production by
economists, the time seemed right during the
early 1970s to draw together what had been
published, which I did in the survey article that
became a Citation Classic. The idea was to as-
certain via a survey what we knew about mi-
gration phenomena with some certainty and
what important issues remained fertile for in-
vestigation.

In the early daysof its development, the mi-
gration literature produced by economists em-
phasized the link between income differentials
and interregional migration. This emphasis was
certainly understandable given both the em-
phasis on the human capital perspective and

notions from international and interregional
trade theory that both goods and factors flow
geographically in response to differential
prices and rates of return, respectively. The
idea in those days was that migration occurred
in a disequilibrium system in which differences
in wage rates reflected real utility differentials
that gave rise to migration.

As a reflection of how far this literature has
developed, today great emphasis is placed on
the idea that migration occurs within anequi-
librium system in which wage differentialsare
compensated and therefore do not reflectop-
portunities for real utility gains. The notion is
that areas with attractive bundles of location-
specific amenities, such as climate in South-
ern California, will have wages and rents that
reflect these amenity values. If these notions
are correct, migration occurs in response to
changed incomes that cause individuals to de-
mand more access to location-specific ame-
nities. -

Before 1975 surprisingly little emphasis was
placed on employment opportunities as a de-
terminant of migration. A few studies had been
conducted that placed migration in a simul-
taneous framework with employment change,
but these were exceptions. Since 1975 the im-
portance of employment opportunities in mi-
gration decisions has received much more at-
tention, and simultaneous equations models
of migration and employment changehave be-
come standard in the literature.

The area of research that has developed
most markedly since 1975, however, is that
relating to the analysis of micro data. Migra-
tion studies in the context ofmicro data were
almost unheard of in 1975, but have been
quite common since then. The availability of
micro data and the developmentof techniques
to analyze such data provided an important
impetus to the rejuvenation of labor econom-
ics during the last 10 to 15 years, and migra-
tion research has followed this trend. Several
important findings have depended upon the
use of micro and panel data.

Perhaps one reason for the popularity of my
article is that migration research is now com-
mon in several disciplines, and as the thrust
and tone of published migration research has
changed, many scholars wish to reference the
“basics.” My paper did, I think, lay out these
basics as they existed in 1975. I have since up-
dated the article by surveying the literature
that appeared roughly between 1975 and
1985.~
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